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ABSTRACT
A key aspect of automating predictive machine learning entails the
capability of properly triggering the update of the trained model. To
this aim, suitable automatic solutions to self-assess the prediction
quality and the data distribution drift between the original training
set and the new data have to be devised.
In this paper, we propose a novel methodology to automatically
detect prediction-quality degradation of machine learning mod-
els due to class-based concept drift, i.e., when new data contains
samples that do not fit the set of class labels known by the currently-
trained predictive model.
Experiments on synthetic and real-world public datasets show
the effectiveness of the proposed methodology in automatically
detecting and describing concept drift caused by changes in the
class-label data distributions.
KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
In many application domains, from industrial production environ-
ments to smart cities, from network traffic classification to text
mining, it is quite common that the nature of the collected data
changes over time due to the evolution of the phenomena under
analysis, e.g., equipment maintenance, road topology changes, up-
dated configurations, and environmental factors. However, collect-
ing historical training sets including all possible class labels may
be very hard, too expensive, or even unfeasible. Hence, when per-
forming predictions, new data belonging to unseen class labels, i.e.,
labels that the predictive model did not know at training time, are
likely to be presented at some point in the future, leading to wrong
predictions.
Frequently updating the prediction models by extending the
training set to the new data can be computationally intensive and,
worse, may require the intervention of domain experts along with
data scientists to translate the changes of the phenomenon into
appropriate choices for the predictive task. For these reasons, it is
often unfeasible or at least highly sub-optimal to simply retrain the
model very frequently.
To this aim, we introduce a self-evaluation step to automatically
identify and quantify the degradation of the prediction quality over
time. An additional challenge in this approach is provided by the
absence of the ground-truth predictions for the newly classified
samples. Hence, the solution is based on unsupervised evaluation
metrics. These metrics can provide a twofold contribution: (i) au-
tomatically trigger a predictive model retraining, by determining
when it is required to better fit the new data, and (ii) describe the
changes in data distributions motivating the model update.
Many works addressed the problem of detecting data distribu-
tion changes in machine learning. In [17], three different strategies
are presented: (i) instance selection, (ii) instance weighting and (iii)
ensemble learning. In the first case, the goal is to consider sam-
ples relevant to the current concept: these approaches are mainly
based on trailing windows moving over the latest instances. The
instance-weighting strategy is based on learning algorithms able
to consider weights separately for each instance, whereas the latter
exploits ensembles to better capture different nuances in the data.
In our solution, we exploit a trailing window on new data samples
similarly to strategy (i), but we propose a new evaluation metrics to
self-evaluate degradation between the training set and the current
dataset, since the training set describes what the current predictive
model has learnt.
A survey on concept drift adaptation is provided in [5]. In this
context, we focus on class-based concept drift for predictive analyt-
ics, for which a unifying view is provided and its nuances are ex-
plored in [10]. Different techniques formonitoring two distributions
at different time windows have been proposed. An entropy-based
measure for data streams has been proposed in [19] to detect abrupt
concept drifts due to context changes produced by sensors (e.g.,
wearable devices). In [3] the authors propose an adaptive sliding
window technique along with a Naïve Bayes predictor to monitor
the performance of a predictive model over time. Another approach
addressing concept drift detection in textual data, based on support
vector machines, is presented in [7]. An analysis of discrete-time
Markov chains affected by concept drift has been recently proposed
in [14] providing a collection of change-detection mechanisms and
an adaptive learning algorithm suited to this specific context. Re-
cent approaches aiming at detecting concept drift in the context
of online learning with imbalanced classes are presented in [20],
whereas the challenge of detecting model degradation when in-
cremental learning is applied was addressed in [15]. Many related
works validate their approaches on controlled synthetic datasets
with known concept drifts, besides considering real-world datasets.
The solution presented in this paper improves the state-of-the-
art by defining a methodology for detecting concept drifts on new
incoming data over time (i) automatically (self-evaluation), (ii) in
a general purpose manner (not tailored to a specific use case or
application domain, nor to a specific data type), and (iii) with scala-
bility in mind. The algorithm has been designed to be horizontally
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scalable on Big Data contexts by means of the Map Reduce pro-
gramming paradigm and is implemented on top of Apache Spark.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the overall
methodology to automatically provide up-to-date predictive models
when required. Section 3 presents the new self-evaluation strategy
proposed to detect predictive degradation and concept drift, while
Section 4 discusses some preliminary experiments to evaluate the
proposed approach. Section 5 draws conclusions and discusses
future extensions of the research work.
2 AUTOMATED CONCEPT DRIFT
MANAGEMENT
We present a novel unsupervised methodology able to automati-
cally detect class-based concept drifts by evaluating the degradation
of the predictions. Specifically, we aim at identifying when addi-
tional or different class labels are required because the current ones
misrepresent the new data samples.
The proposed methodology consists of three steps, as depicted
in Figure 1. (i) Model degradation self-evaluation step, performed
through a novel unsupervised approach assessing the degradation
of a prediction model over time. (ii) Semi-supervised data labeling
step, to assign labels to the new automatically-discovered classes
of data. A small subset of representative samples of the new classes
will be manually inspected by domain experts. Their label assign-
ments will be used for the remaining samples in each corresponding
class. (iii) Automated KDD (Knowledge Discovery Process) to build a
new predictive model, able to correctly fit the new incoming data dis-
tributions and classification labels. This step can be automatically
triggered based on the results of the previous ones, e.g., when the
model degradation is higher than a given threshold. The latter step
has already seen applications of state-of-the-art approaches tailored
to specific data types, such as in [2] for predictive maintenance,
in [4, 12] for addressing topic detection among textual document
collections, and for network traffic characterization in [1].
The contribution of this paper focuses on step (i), which is a
core step required to provide a solution for self-evaluating the
model degradation over time, aimed at detecting concept drifts. The
contribution is detailed in Section 3.
Figure 1: Building blocks of the proposed framework.
3 SELF-EVALUATING MODEL DEGRADATION
The knowledge of a prediction model is based on the informa-
tion learnt from the training samples (historical data with labels).
Hence, predictions for new data describing evolving phenomena
may become misleading or erroneous, due to the different data
distributions of the new samples. To efficiently capture this model
degradation over time, the proposed approach performs (i) Baseline
computation, by computing unsupervised quality metrics on the
training set, and (ii) Self-evaluation, by periodically recomputing
the same metrics on the new data and comparing it to the metrics
in (i). While new data are continuously classified by the model over
time, the quality assessment has to be performed periodically. Since
the quality metrics depend on the cardinality of the new data and
their labels, in the current version we trigger self-evaluation when
any class label is affected by a percentage increase in the number
of its new samples with respect to the previous run above a given
threshold (e.g., 20%).
Finally, to fully automate the process, a degradation thresh-
old should be defined to trigger predictive model rebuilding. This
threshold depends on the expectations of domain experts and end-
users, the risks and costs related to the specific application, and
also the number of records and classes of the dataset. Its evaluation
is out of the scope of this paper.
Self-evaluating predictive model quality over time. Tradi-
tional evaluation techniques for predictive analytics (e.g., f-measure,
precision, recall) are not applicable to our context since they require
ground-truth labeled data, which is missing for newly-classified
samples. Hence, we exploit an unsupervised index that, given a
dataset of samples divided into classes (labels), is able to quantify
both the intra-class cohesion and the inter-class separation. The
degradation is then defined as a negative change in the index value
of the newly-classified data with respect to the value obtained on
the training set, considered as a baseline.
The proposed approach is independent of a specific quality index
selection. In this work we exploit the Silhouette [13], a succinct
measure of the fit of each sample within its predicted class. It mea-
sures how similar a sample is to its own class (cohesion) compared
to other classes (separation). The Silhouette value ranges from -1
to +1, with higher values indicating a better match to the assigned
class and a poor match to other classes. In order to compute the
Silhouette, for each sample, the pairwise distance between itself
and each other sample of the dataset have to be calculated. For this
reason, the traditional computation of the Silhouette coefficient is
not suitable for Big Data scenarios. However, scalable approaches
have been proposed in literature. We adopt the approach proposed
in [18]. The Silhouette measure can be used for any data type by
using the appropriate distance-similarity measure (e.g., Euclidean
distance for structured and numerical data, cosine similarity for
textual data, Jaccard for Boolean data [16]).
Estimating model degradation. To this aim, we compare two
quality index values: (i) the baseline, computed on the training set
only, and (ii) the current one, computed on newly-labeled data. The
change in quality has to be quantified separately for each class.
Hence, at each index computation step, for each class, a curve is
plotted, representing the Silhouette values of each point, sorted in
increasing order. To enable pairwise Silhouette curve comparison,
the two curves should be characterized by the same number of
points. Hence, a down-sampling of the curve characterized by the
largest cardinality may be required.
An upward shift of the Silhouette curve represents an improve-
ment in terms of intra-class cohesion and inter-class separation,
while, on other hand, a downward shift denotes a degradation. The
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degradation of the Silhouette curve is able to detect the presence of
new samples not fitting the distribution of the data seen at model-
training time. Hence, it is likely that the current prediction model
is not able to correctly assign the class labels to these new samples.
Furthermore, the correct class labels might be new (additional) ones,
unknown for the current model.
To quantify the shift of the Silhouette curves, the MAAPE (Mean
Arc-tangent Absolute Percentage Error) [6] has been used, although
other error metrics could be used alternatively. Given a prediction
model trained on a set of classes C at time t0, whose training set
has a Silhouette value Silt0 , the degradation of a class c ∈ C at time
t is described by the following relation:
DEG(c, t) = α ∗MAAPE(Silt0 , Silt ) ∗
Nc
N
(1)
α =
{
1 i f : Silt0 ≥ Silt
−1 i f : Silt0 < Silt
(2)
The coefficient α defines if the degradation is positive, meaning
a possible reduction in performance of the prediction model, or
negative, when the new data fit the training distribution, hence
increasing the cohesion of class c . From (1), the degradation is mod-
elled as the MAAPE error between the baseline Silhouette Silt0
on the training set and the possibly-degraded Silhouette Silt com-
puted at time t on newly-labeled data. The degradation estimation
is weighted by the ratio Nc/N , where Nc is the number of new
records assigned to class c and N is the total number of new sam-
ples, with N capped at the number of samples in the training set
Ntrain . The cap is introduced to allow a fair comparison when
N >> Ntrain To this aim, Silt is computed on a trailing window
containing the latest N samples up to the number of samples of the
training set Ntrain . Finally, the degradation of the whole model at
time t is computed as the sum of the degradation values for each
class:
∑
c ∈C DEG(c, t).
As a heuristics to automate the degradation assessment, we are
currently triggering the self-evaluation when at least one class
has seen an increase of a given percentage in Nc with respect
to the latest computation (e.g., 20%). This heuristics allows us to
avoid delaying the detection of concept drift by providing excessive
inertia to the approach. Finally, we are considering to trigger a full
model rebuild when the overall degradation or at least a single-
class degradation are above given thresholds (e.g., 10-15% overall
and 5-10% single class). The assessment of the thresholds and the
evaluation of different heuristics will be addressed as future work.
4 PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We present experimental results on two datasets containing concept
shifts represented by the presence of data belonging to previously
unseen classes, unknown to the predictivemodel. The first datataset,
D1, is a synthetic dataset created with the scikit-learn Python library
[11]. It has been generated with 4 normally distributed classes and
800,000 records, 200,000 for each class, and 10 features. Dataset
D2, on the contrary, is a real-world dataset containing Wikipedia
articles, extracted from 3 classes: mathematics, literature, and food-
drink. For each class, a selection of 1,000 articles appearing in the
Wikipedia index for that class have been downloaded. Each article
has been pre-processed to obtain an embedded representation of 100
(a) Degradation with class 2.
(b) Degradation with class 3.
Figure 2: Dataset D1. Model degradation over time, with
training on classes 0 and 1.
features for it. The document-embedding process takes advantage of
a Doc2Vec model [9], pre-trained on the English Wikipedia corpus
[8]. For all datasets, a Random Forest classifier has been used as
predictive model. Using a 3-fold cross-validation, the average f-
measure of the predictive model is 0.964 for dataset D1, and 0.934
for dataset D2.
The experimental goal is to show the capability of the proposed
methodology to correctly assess the model degradation over time
when concept drifts are introduced. For both experiments, the train-
ing set is composed by a stratified sample over classes 0 and 1 of
about 60% of records in each class. The remaining part of the dataset
(40% class 0, 40% class 1, the unknown class 2 and/or 3 according
to the dataset) is used as test set to assess model degradation. The
first four test sets, from t1 to t4, contain only data known to belong
to the classes included in the training set, whereas the last test sets,
from t5 to tn , contain both known-class samples and unknown-class
samples, in different proportions. The test sets have been designed
to simulate the flow of time, so subsequent tests extend the data
of previous ones, e.g., t1 contains half of the test set for class 0, t4
contains the whole test set for classes 0 and 1, t5 contains all the
test samples for classes 0 and 1 and 20% of the unknown class (class
2 or 3), then at each step another 20% of the unknown class is added
for the evaluation of degradation until tn .
Figure 2 shows the MAAPE degradation percentage for the train-
ing classes 0 and 1 in D1 at different time periods, when data belong-
ing to the previously unseen classes 2 (Figure 2a) and 3 (Figure 2b)
arrive starting from time t5. While from t1 to t4 the overall MAAPE
degradation is always below 5%, from t5 the overall MAAPE degra-
dation, i.e. the sum of both classes (0 and 1), is constantly higher
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(a) Degradation with class 2.
(b) Degradation with class 3.
Figure 3: Dataset D1. Baseline and degraded Silhouette
curves for each class label at time t9.
than 10%, and the trend is coherent with the introduced drift propor-
tion. Figures 3a and 3b report the detailed Silhouette degradation of
the known classes 0 and 1 at time t9, when there are new samples
of the unknown classes 2 and 3 in the test set.
Figure 4 shows the average percentage degradation of theWikipedia
document classification model. From the histogram, it is possible to
see that, up to time t4, the new unseen data classified by the model
fits well the learnt distribution, with an overall MAAPE below 15%.
At time t5, samples of an unknown class start arriving and the
overall MAAPE raises above 28%.
In both datasets, the sum of the degradation for all known classes
correctly detected when the shift was introduced, even if the pro-
portion of new shifted data was low (i.e., 20% of the unknown class).
Specifically, we note that the overall degradation at least duplicates
from the pre-drift (t1 to t4) to the post-drift (t5 to tn ), hence proving
to be a promising detector of these events.
Figure 4: Dataset D2. Model degradation over time, with
training on classes 0 (food-drink) and 1 (literature) and
degradation introduced by the new class 2 (mathematics).
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORKS
This paper presented a novel strategy to detect concept drift, due to
the arrival of new unseen samples not fitting the data distribution
available at model-training time. The proposed approach is based
on the evaluation of the predictive model degradation through an
unsupervised metric (i.e. the Silhouette index) in a self-evaluating
fashion, and shows promising experimental results on two datasets.
Future directions of this research include: (i) a comparison with
state-of-the-art techniques focusing on drift recognition efficiency,
(ii) the introduction of alternative unsupervised metrics besides
the Silhouette index, (iii) the improvement of the self-evaluation
triggering mechanism (currently set as a percentage of new data),
and (iv) further experiments to assess the generality and the perfor-
mance of the approach over different real-world datasets presenting
known concept drifts.
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